IN-MIGRATION REGISTRATION FORM

1. BACKGROUND

1.1 FIELD WORKER’S CODE

1.2 DATE OF INTERVIEW

1.3 NAME OF IN-MIGRANT

1.4 DATE OF BIRTH

1.5 GENDER OF IN-MIGRANT (F=Female; M=Male)

1.6 ETHNICITY OF IN-MIGRANT (Get codes from 1)

1.7 ID OF ROOM WHERE MIGRANT SLEEPS

1.8 USAGE OF THE ROOM WHERE MIGRANT SLEEPS (Get code from 2)

2. ORIGIN OF IN-MIGRANT

2.1 NAME & CODE OF AREA OF ORIGIN
Name: Prov/Dist/Loc/Village or Estate & Code: 1=Within same DSA slum, 2=Other DSA Nairobi Slum, 3=Non-DSA Nairobi slum, 4=Nairobi Non-Slum 5=Other Urban area of Kenya, 6=Rural Kenya, 7=Outside Kenya, 8=Unknown
IF ANSWER IN 2.1. IS NOT “1” OR “2” → 2.4

2.2 VILLAGE NAME & CODE (Get code from 3)

2.3 DURATION OF STAY IN HOUSEHOLD OF ORIGIN? (0=less than 3 months, 3=3 months or more)

2.4 EVER STAYED IN THE DSA/ANY OTHER PARTS OF THE DSA? (Y=Yes, N=No, D=Not Known)
(CHECK VILLAGE ELDERS AND MAPS)–IF NOT “YES” → 3.1

2.5 DID ANY OF THE STAYS LAST THREE OR MORE MONTHS? (Y=Yes, N=No) IF “NO” → 3.1

2.6 DATE WHEN MIGRANT LEFT AFTER THE LAST TIME HE/SHE SPENT 3 MONTHS OR MORE IN THE DSA

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MIGRATION

3.1 DATE OF IN-MIGRATION?

3.2 MOST IMPORTANT REASON WHY YOU CAME TO LIVE HERE AND CODE (Get code from 4)

3.3 MOST IMPORTANT REASON WHY YOU LEFT PLACE OF ORIGIN (Get code from 5)

3.4 DID YOU MOVE HERE (A) ALONE, (W) WITH WHOLE PREVIOUS HOUSEHOLD, (P) WITH PART OF THE PREVIOUS HOUSEHOLD, OR (O) OTHER, OR (D) NOT KNOWN?

3.5 DID YOU MOVE TO (F) FORM NEW HOUSEHOLD, (J) JOIN HOUSEHOLD OR (R) RELOCATE SAME HOUSEHOLD OR (D) NOT KNOWN?

1 Ethnicity: KIK=Kikuyu; LUH=Luhya; LUO=Luo; KAM=Kamba; MER=Meru/Embu; KIS=Kisii; MIJ=Mijikenda/Swahili; SOM=Somali; TAI=Taita/Taveta; MAS=Masai; KAL=Kalenjin; OTH=Other (specify)_____________________________________
2 Usage of room: SR=Sleeping Room; SB=Sleeping and Business Room
3 Kawangware: Centre/Ciuguini (K01), Gatina (K02), Kabiro (K03), Kamitha (K04), Kamitha II (K05), Kanugaga (K06), Kanugaga III (K07), Kongo (K08), Magithundia (K09), Magithundia Route 46 (K10), Mai-Ini (K11), Precious Blood* (K12). Korogocho: Gitathuru Central (G01), Gitathuru Village (G02), Grogan B* (G03), High Ridge (G04), Korogocho A (G05), Korogocho B (G07), Ngomongo Village (G08), Nyayo/Kisumu Ndogo (G10). Njiru: Maili Saba* (N01), Matopeni (N02), Mwengenyi (N03), Saika (N04), Silangia (N05). Viwandani: Donholm (V01), Industrial Area (V02), Jamaican* (V03), Kingdom (V04), Lunga Lunga (V05), Paradise (V06), Sinai (V07).
4 Reason for migrating to this location: 01=Seek job; 02=Got a job; 03=To join family/friend; 04=Got married; 05=Rent is cheap; 06=Safety/Security; 07=Don’t know; 08=Distance related; 09=Better housing; 10=Better amenities; 11=Moved with family; 12=Divorced/widowed/separated; 96=Other
5 Reasons for migrating from place of origin: 01=Seek job; 02=Got a job; 03=To join family/friend; 04=Got married; 05=Divorced/widowed/separated; 06=Civil/land conflict; 07=For a change; 08=Insecurity (unsafe); 09=Distance related; 10=Lost/no land; 11. Poor Amenities; 12=Moved with family; 13=Family conflict; 14=Rent too high; 15=Came for treatment; 88=Don’t know; 96=Other (Specify)
3.6. HOUSEHOLD ID

3.7. HOUSEHOLD HEAD ROOM ID

3.8. MIGRANT’S ID?

3.9. INTENDED DURATION OF STAY (FROM TODAY) IN CURRENT HOUSEHOLD (IN MONTHS) (000=less than 1 month, 876=73 years &+, 888=Don’t know, 999=Rest of life; 996=Not Applicable)

If in-migrant has ever been registered in DSS (Q2.4="Y" AND 2.5="Y") AND (Q2.6=AFTER 23/09/2000) record in-migrant’s old ID (from HRB) or record ID=Q if ID is not known

If in-migrant has never been registered in the DSS record his/her new ID using the next available ID in the HRB

4. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INFORMATION

4.1. HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTENDED (IF AGED 6 YEARS OR +) Go to Q4.4 if less than 6 years (No Education=0; Primary=1; Secondary and Above=2; Don’t Know = 8) If Q4.1=0 or 8 → Q4.4.

4.2 HIGHEST CLASS COMPLETED

4.3 IS MIGRANT STILL IN SCHOOL? (IF AGED 6-24 YEARS) (Y=Yes; N=No)

4.4 MIGRANT SLEPT IN HOUSEHOLD LAST NIGHT (Y=Yes; N=No)

4.5 MIGRANT’S LINE NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD

4.6 IS MIGRANT’S MOTHER ALIVE? (Y=Yes; N=No; D=Don’t Know)

4.7 MOTHER’S ID

4.8 IS MIGRANT’S FATHER ALIVE? (Y=Yes; N=No; D=Don’t Know)

4.9 FATHER’S ID

4.10 RELATIONSHIP TO HOUSEHOLD HEAD (get code from 3)

4.11 NAME OF PLACE OF BIRTH AND CODE (Get code from Q2.1)

5. MATCHING PARTICULARS – ONLY IF CODE ID IN Q.3.7 IS NOT KNOWN

5.1 NAME OF HEAD OF ORIGIN HOUSEHOLD & ETHNICITY

5.2. NAME OF OWNER OF ORIGIN STRUCTURE

5.3 NAME OF AGENT FOR OWNER OF STRUCTURE OF ORIGIN

5.4 NAME UP TO FOUR SPOTS NEAR ORIGIN STRUCTURE (e.g. shops, bars, kiosks, church, evening markets, etc)

5.5. NAMES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUALS IN ORIGIN HOUSEHOLD

6. RESPONDENT

6.1 RESPONDENT’S NAME

6.2 RESPONDENT’S ID

6.3 RESPONDENT’S RELATIONSHIP TO MIGRANT (Get code from 3) Specify for OTH and NRL

7. OFFICE/FIELD CHECK DETAILS

7.1 FS CODE & CHECK DATE

7.2 OFFICE CODE & CHECK DATE

Relationships: HHH=Household head; WIF=Wife; HUS=Husband; CHD=Child; SOL=Son-in-law; BRO=Brother; SIS=Sister; BIL=Brother-in-law; SIL=Sister-in-law; DIL=Daughter-in-law; PIL=Parent-in-law; PAR=Parent; GDP=Grand parent; GCH=Grand child; CWF=Co-wife; OTH=Other; NRL=Not related; UNK=Unknown Relationship, SLF=Self.

Ethnicity: KIK=Kikuyu; LUH=Luhya; LUO=Luo; KAM=Kamba; MER=Meru/Embu; KIS=Kisii; MIJ=Mijikenda/Swahili; SOM=Somali; TAI=Taita/Taveta; MAS=Masai; KAL=Kalenjin; OTH=Other (specify)